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The open ended cap,-0 is typically
eight i n . hi .gh , and t he t wo I us e
oresently measure J2 in ches wide hy JO i n . dee p, and J6 i n . wide by
34 in . d~ep. The ca ge is su pporte d by th r ee or f our s uppor t wir e s
made of 9- gau~e r,al vanize d wire, These wires are squee ze fitte d into
holes in the platform to anchor the t r ap in pl ace ,
A 6x6 inch door opening is cut in a corner of the cage. The
door is a oiece of hardware cloth or welded wire framed by 12~ ga.
galvanized wire,
The door is hinged at the bottom with wire eyes and
is fastened to a pull string on the top, The string is fastened to
the opposite side of the trap with a snap clothes pin. When the string
is taut, the door is closed,
The door drops when the strin g is released. The birds in the trap are motioned intfu a transfer
cage (described separately)
fastened to the trap open i ng.

The trap doors are mounted on wire door support frames made of
9-ga. galvanized wire. The frame is anchored in the platform. The doors
should exceed the height and width of the cage by about 2 in, on each
side, Since the door is somewhat flexible
and has a tendency to bow
at the center, thus allowing some birds to squeeze out, a door hook
is placed at the center top of the door. When the door drops, the hook
catches on the cage and prevents bowing.
The support eyes that slide on the wire door support frame are
made of 12½-ga. galvanized wire and wired to the doors, Mounted on the
wire door support frames at about the center of the door is a trigger
release
which is strin r -activated
through the floor of the platform,
connect to a ring below the platform,
and atThe two trigger strings
tached to this ring through one or two eyes on the support pipe is the
pul1 string,
Two p~lyurethane
door bumper pads measuring about½ inch
thick are used to cashion the impact of the door. These serve two
purposes: 1) They deaden the sound of impact, and 2) They provide a gap
between the floor and door bottom so that should an escaping bird be
caught by the falling
door, it will not be pinned directly
to the
floor,
The trap must be made to fit the platform atop which it sits. It
is necessary that the closed sides of the trap fit out to the very edge of the platform, Any ledge along this side will prompt some birds to
ittempt to feed along this edge rather than enter the trap from the
open end. On the open ends of the trap, sufficient
perching space must
be provided for those birds which choose to procrastinate
and inspect
the scene before entering to feed, This perching area may be provided
in two ways1 1) The trap may be recessed four to eight in, from the
edge, thus providing a platform ledge; or 2) If the trap is placed
flush to the edge, a simple wire supported perch may be attached to the
end of the platform extending from it and in the same plane as the platform,
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This trap, as most any trap, has definite
advantages and disadvantages. It has the distinct
advantage of being able to take large numbers of birds.
Taking up to 20 grosbeaks with one pull of the string is
not uncommon, When not in use, it doubles as a feeder. Using the trap
as a feeder has the advantage of acclimating
the local avian populace
to the trap and minimizes trap shyness. Trap shyness is also limited
by the wide open nature of the trap. Birds like Evening grosbeaks flock
intc the trap after the first bird settles
on the platform. The would-be
captives do not waste time seeking a limited or obscure opening, Also,
this trap allows one to trap discriminately
should it be necessary to
do so, One may take specific
individuals
without having to take every
bird that comes and worry about the interference
caused by the occupancy of or removal from the trap,
The disadvantages,
as I have experienced
them, involve the following, The balance of the doors may sometimes be a little
tricky,
but
time and patience solve this, It pays to lubricate
the support frame
with oil for fast, faultless
response from the trap. Depending on how
loosely one chooses to set the trigger,
it is sometimes possible for a
larger bird, like a jay or grackle,
to rock the frame sufficiently
on
landin g or take off to release a door, Since the second door could be
similarly
released later,
while another bird feeds in the trap, resulting in the bird's
capture, the doors of the trap are held open by snap
clothes pins on the frame when no one is able to tend the trap for
periods of more than one-two days, Only two or three times in six years
has a bird been so captured in this manner.
Once in a great while, a bird will be pinned by a falling door.
~ost of the grosbeaks survive this experience,
because their necks
fit the ¼-in, gap afforded by the door btL'l!pers. To date only one grosbeak fatality,
and one broken wing that healed with return of the bird
to the wild, have been experienced.
The smaller species fare less well
than the grosbeaks when hit and four or five Pine siskins,
Goldfinches
and Purple finches have been crippled or killed by these traps. The
mortality
is of the order of 0.1 1 or less,
All things considered,
the advanta ges of this trap far outweigh
the drawbacks. Time and a little
experience with it teach one how to
handle the idiosyncrasies
of it, and it becomes a valuable tool to the
winter finch bander.
A TRAP TRANSFERCAGE
By Robert P, Yunick
In the course of removing trapped birds from a large trap, it
is necessary to have some means of confining the captives into a smaller enclosure where one may manually remove them, The following is a
description
of a simple, handy transfer
cage I use for removing birds
from large Mason traps and the above-described
platform trap,
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The cage measures about 6 x 6 x 12 in ,, and is constructed of½ x
1-i nch welded wire , though ½-inch hardware cloth woul d do . On the open
d
everal wires of the top edge of the cage are cut to extend about
j ;4 '~c h beyond the edge of the cage, These are then bent downward at
degrees at about t heir mid-point, thus forming hooks whic h serve to
90
hold the 03ge to the top of the trap door frame ,
The cage has a l/8-in,

Masonite flooring,
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!":arch 8, 1971.., Seventeen de grees above zero early this morning. There
were heavy snow squalls accompanied by stron g winds most of the day and
the temperature was 25 degrees when I arrived home at dusk. My wife told
me about seeing at least eight Bluebirds in our yard late in the afternoon and observed one going into the "lo g" box that is located about JO
yards north of our yard fence, I had cut this log from a dead elm tree
about 20 years ago, chiseled out the center of it, then drilled
al½
inch diameter hole through the side, capped it and the result was a very
natural looking nest cavity for Bluebirds,
Nesting records for this "log" box have been kept since 1954 and
it has produced 60 young from 15 nestings,
The number of young fledged
has been lower than would be expected from a nesting site in a- very
favorable location and this has been due to alternate
nestings in a nearby conventional box.

Tr ap Tra n fe r Cag e
are gathered in the cage have firm footing and will not be able to put
a foot thr~ugh the wire, thus avoiding the risk of a pinned or broken leg,
Atop the cage is a handle of 12½-ga, galvanized wire which is handy for
carrying and positioning the cage, On the back of the cage is a hinged
doQr framed by 12½-ga, wire suspended from the top of the frame, Outside
the cage, a wire is fastened to restrict
door action to only the inward
direction,
In use, the cage is fastened to the trap door frame, From the
opposite side of the trap, the string holding the trap door is released
dropping the door, The captives are motioned to that corner of the trap
into the C~•
The door is closed by tightening and fastening the string,
By walking back to the cage and reaching into it, one has easy access to
the birds therein,
--1527 Myron Street,

Schenectady,

New York 12)09

March 9,,, Since it is not unusual for several Bluebirds to roost together on cold stormy nights, I arose before dawn to check the "log"
box, As I went outside at 6105 a,m, it was just starting
to get light,
The temp was 16 degrees with a clear sky, A Junco flew in front of me
and I heard some Crows in the distance.
As I neared the "log": box, I
could dimly see something sticking out of the entrance hole and my
first
thought was that I was too late and some of the Bluebirds must
have already left the box, But this was not the case, It was the whole
tail of a bluebird that was protruding and it appeared that the box was
full of birds, I lift£, ,1. the "log" box off the post and carried it into
my heated banding building and then immediately checked the nearby conventional Bluebird box but it was empty. Upon noting a single Blyebird
in a nearby tree, I checked the swallow nests under the eaves of the
barn where 5 had roosted all winter from found 4 more, This indicated
that those Bluebirds that were in the "log" box were probably new arrivals from their wintering grounds in the south,

